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Abstract: Ultrasonic consolidation (UC) is a solid freeform fabrication technique developed for the manufacture of metal parts. The mechanisms by which bonds are formed, during the UC process, are based on a combination of the surface effect and the volume effect. Based on the outcomes of peel tests and microstructural analysis, this paper will consider the influence of these two phenomena on the weld strength of specimens. A model is presented to describe how calculations for weld strength may be derived on the basis of the theory of surface and volume effects. Through the application of the model, it was possible to demonstrate that the weld strength may be 7 per cent greater than the tensile strength of the base metal. The identification of the phenomena and the development of a model for weld strength have led to the modification and production of an enhanced test procedure which is described in this paper.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The ultrasonic consolidation (UC) process is a proprietary process based on rapid prototyping and rapid tooling fabrication techniques that is capable of overcoming some of the issues associated with freeform laser fusion techniques [1]. The basic principles for the UC process and conventional ultrasonic seam welding are similar. However, the UC process involves the application of ultrasonic oscillatory energy sequentially to weld layers of metal foil to one another, during which the profile of each layer is created by a contour milling operation, whereas ultrasonic seam welding is generally used to join two overlapped sheets. The UC process produces metal components and tooling and is currently being developed as a promising technique to produce functionally graded structures, metal matrix composites, and fibre-embedded adaptive structures. The identification of a weld strength model will help to control the mechanical properties in fabricating components and also feed into the ongoing experiments on adaptive composite fabrication and ultrasonic cladding/skinning of metal structures.

2 BACKGROUND TO ULTRASONIC CONSOLIDATION

The UC machine used was derived from a modified 3.3 kW seam welding apparatus operated at a constant 20 kHz frequency. During the welding process, the transducer–booster–sonotrode stack rotates counterclockwise, at a predefined speed, while oscillating transversely to the direction of the weld (see Fig. 1). A constant load or ‘contact pressure’ is applied to the sonotrode to generate a highly ‘localized’ scrubbing action at the mating surfaces of the workpieces. This action breaks up surface contaminants and oxides to permit metal–metal contact [2, 3] at regions within the weld interface (termed ‘contact points’). As welding continues, the scrubbing action produces elastic–plastic deformation, within the weld interface, across which diffusion
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and plastic flow take place [4]. Depending on the traverse speed of the sonotrode, oxides and surface contaminants continue to break up and may be displaced within the vicinity of the interface and along the weld zone [5, 6] resulting in solid-state metallurgical bonds and no noticeable external deformation of the specimen [7, 8].

Within the UC process, as with all ultrasonic processes, there are three control parameters: amplitude of oscillatory displacement, contact pressure, and weld speed. Under ultrasonic oscillation the sonotrode reciprocates longitudinally along its axis in the range of around 6.5–14.5 μm. The contact pressure, ranging from 0 to 690 kPa, ensures intimate contact between the workpieces. The third variable is the sonotrode traverse speed (or weld speed) which has a range from static to 77 mm/s.

3 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE UC PROCESS

Initial research, described in previous publications [9, 10], centred on the identification of the optimum combination of process variables to produce welds in 3003 and 6061 alloys. The model of weld strength described in this paper is based on the results obtained with the 6061 alloy specimens produced.

In the experiment, annealed aluminium 6061 foils of 25 mm width and 100 μm thickness were used as this is the standard size for foils used in this and other commercial UC equipment. Thin foil will ensure high accuracy, as well as better resolution of the built component. Thicker foils can be used for faster build-up times, but this must be balanced by a possible reduction in bond efficiency owing to insufficient ultrasonic energy being delivered to the material to create metallurgical bonds. The 6061 foils were surface cleaned with degreaser (petroleum distillate) and wiped with a soft cotton cloth to remove any oil, friable oxide, and contaminant. The reason for the surface preparation procedure was because of the presence of a distinctive oxide layer predominantly of, magnesium oxide (MgO) interspersed with aluminium oxide (Al₂O₃). The resultant MgO oxide layer was powdery in appearance and friable, with a thinner Al₂O₃ layer beneath it [11, 12]. During welding, the UC process was incapable of dispersing the MgO layer, which tended to shear readily, compared with the underlying Al₂O₃ and bulk metal, resulting in slip and energy absorption between the two mating surfaces [13, 14].

3.1 Peel test

Peel tests were performed to determine the weld quality, based on the average resistance to peeling, of the contact points within the weld interface. Generally, as the number and size of contact points increased, so did resistance to peeling. Peel test specimens were prepared by first cladding a single layer of 6061 foil to an aluminium 1050 supporting plate (28 mm wide × 150 mm long × 1.2 mm thick) and followed by second layer of foil. The free length of 6061 foil used to load the joint was 100 ± 5 mm and was attached to a standard tensile test machine. Loads were applied to the second foil, as shown in Fig. 2a, at a pulling speed of 50 mm/min.

Figure 2b shows the peeling load data for specimens welded at various process parameter settings. Amplitudes at 6.8, 10.4, and 14.3 μm represent the minimum, medium, and maximum amplitude of the UC equipment. From the results it was observed that, for specimens produced at high contact pressures (>241 kPa) and slow weld speeds (<34.5 mm/s), the specimens failed through a mode I crack-like geometry (tensile failure) at the beginning of the weld region, at around 71.7 N, and represented failure in the single foil and not the welded region. For this research this figure was termed the ‘critical peeling load’. Specimens that failed at loads below the critical peeling load produced tears within the weld region, propagating from the various contact points.

The inability of the peel test to indicate weld strength above the critical peeling load was therefore an indication of its limitation, as it could only measure weld strength up to the point where failure occurred in the base metal foil, whereas weld
strength within the weld interface may well increase beyond this point. It was only through microstructural analysis that significant differences began to show.

3.2 Microstructural analysis

A microstructural procedure was established to analyse the weld interface between the two welded strips of foil. For this analysis, the ‘linear weld density’, \( \alpha \), was used to represent the percentage of contact points showing diffusion (i.e. the real contact area), \( A_r \), as a proportion of the sample area of the weld interface studied (i.e. the apparent welded region), \( A_p \), and was expressed as

\[
\alpha = \frac{A_r}{A_p} \times 100\%
\]

From each of the three welded specimens prepared, for any combination of control parameters, three samples were cut from the beginning, centre, and end of the weld region. These were mounted, polished, and etched with Keller’s solution, before being examined under a \( \times 200 \) optical microscope. Parameters \( A_r \) and \( A_p \) were measured by taking physical measurements from micrograph images of the weld cross-sections of the specimens.

From these measurements, an average linear weld density of up to 45 per cent was recorded. This figure would be expected to increase further if, say, a chemical etching operation were employed prior to welding. Figure 3 shows the average linear weld density of the specimens produced at incremental contact pressures ranging from 138 to 276 kPa. The figure shows a consistent increase in the number and proportion of contact points within the weld interface as welding parameters increase (or decrease in the case of weld speed). Figure 4 presents an SEM micrograph of the weld interface, showing a discontinuous oxide layer and visible contact points between the foil base metals.

Comparing the microstructural data with the peel test results in Fig. 2b, the data from the two graphs appear to ‘track’ up to the ‘critical peeling load’. Beyond this point, the microstructural data indicate that weld strength may be increasing (whereas the peel test data level off) beyond the point at which the foils were failing in the peel test. At that stage, however, the microstructural data could not be

---

**Fig. 2** (a) Peeling test apparatus showing specimen support and (b) peeling load versus contact pressure of 6061 alloy specimens welded for each combination of contact pressures and amplitude settings.

**Fig. 3** Linear weld density of specimens welded for each combination of process variables.
correlated directly with the peel test data, as the microstructural analysis data were, essentially, statistical measures from sampled points within the weld interface. The next stage of the research was therefore to identify how these datasets could be correlated, and this was done by understanding how ultrasonic welds, and ultimately weld strength, are formed during the consolidation process.

4 THEORY OF SURFACE AND VOLUME EFFECT

When discussing ultrasonic welding in metal joints, weld strength is derived from two phenomena, namely the ‘surface effect’ and the ‘volume effect’ [15–19]. The surface effect describes the interfacial friction between the two mating surfaces, while the volume effect concerns the internal stresses and plastic deformation within the metal during welding. Most ultrasonic welding operations are governed by the surface effect where, under oscillatory vibration, the friction and bonding mechanisms are a function of applied forces, the surface topography, the nature of the oxide film, and the relative hardness of the oxide and its underlying metal [20, 21]. Less is known of the volume effect, as it does not directly affect conventional welding operations. What differentiates the UC process from traditional ultrasonic metal welding operations is the exploitation of plastic flow within the metal foils (owing to the volume effect). This mechanism allows the embedding of delicate active/passive fibre elements and components within a three-dimensional metal structure as they are fabricated. Prior research has shown that ultrasonic energy enhances the plastic deformation of metals during metal working owing to a combination of dislocation generation, mobility, and interaction processes [15–18, 22], and, although a number of publications have reported both surface and volume effects in ultrasonic metal working, the mechanism describing these effects, when applied to the UC process, has not been fully explained.

4.1 Surface effect

Before discussing friction and bonding mechanisms, it must first be understood how the surface film, in particular the oxide layer, influences weld formation. For most aluminium alloy foils, the oxide present on the surface is Al₂O₃, the properties of which do not affect weld quality in ultrasonically welded specimens owing to its inherent brittle characteristics. As welding proceeds, the oxide layer is ‘scrubbed’ against that of its neighbour, which effectively shatters and disperses it. The effect is enhanced by plastic flow (volume effect) set up within the base metal, beneath the oxide layer, which assists this process through surface buckling (elastic–plastic deformation) [2].

The friction and bonding mechanisms that take place during ultrasonic welding may be explained by friction theory. Of the many theories that exist, it is the present authors’ opinion that the ‘stick–slip phenomena’ [23] may best describe the bonding mechanism during ultrasonic welding. Under ultrasonic excitation, the sonotrode vibrates transversely to the direction of welding and creates friction to the mating faces of the workpieces. Asperities on the opposite surfaces of the work pieces shear over each other, where bonding between asperities (stick) and destruction of contact points (slip) occur [4, 19, 22, 24]. During the stick phase of the bonding process there may be mechanical interlocking or chemical bonding within the contact points, leading to diffusion of atoms across the weld interface and, therefore, a growth in the weld strength. The slip phase, which follows the stick phase, leads to a breakaway of the contact points and a rapid sliding motion, or displacement. As sliding continues, surface deformation increases, the oxide film is displaced, and contact points increase in both number and cross-sectional area until the stick phase re-establishes itself. The continuous formation and breakdown of contact points, during welding, produces strain hardening at the weld interface which may increase the weld strength of the specimen.

4.2 Volume effect

The volume effect occurs when ultrasonic energy absorbed into the dislocations increases the mobility
of dislocations within the crystal lattice [17, 22, 25]. During plastic deformation, high resistance stresses (or static yield stresses) are produced within the material owing to the obstacles, such as grain boundaries, imperfections, etc., that block dislocation movement. Where additional energy (i.e. additional forces generated through thermal energy or, in the present case, ultrasonic energy) is available to free the dislocations, then dislocation–obstacle interaction forces are relatively low, resulting in the metal being deformed at relatively low stresses. This phenomenon, during ultrasonic excitation, was reported by Langenecker [22] as an ‘acoustic softening’ effect.

By superimposing ultrasonic energy and contact pressure (static normal force), large numbers of dislocations may then overcome any existing resistance to deformation, resulting in large plastic deformation at the weld interface. The resultant plastic deformation, when combined with the surface friction mechanism, breaks up the oxide layer and enhances contact point initiation and growth, which increases the linear weld density. Moreover, as high-intensity ultrasonic energy is used in the UC process, there is an increase in dislocation density owing to the production of new dislocations [17]. Since the weld interface has more grain boundaries and imperfections, which are barriers to the development of plastic deformation, the greatest accumulation of dislocations will be found in and around the contact points. Mechanisms for dislocation ‘pile-up’ were studied by Langenecker [22], using ultrasonic assisted tensile testing and electronic microscopic analysis, and this phenomenon was known as ‘acoustic hardening’. Relating these mechanisms to the research may explain why the welds produced had higher strength after ultrasonic welding by comparison with the base metal.

5 DETERMINATION OF WELD STRENGTH

5.1 Limitations of the peel test for predicting increasing weld strength

From the peel tests performed it was stated that, as the ‘critical peeling load’ was exceeded, the specimens failed in the base metal adjacent to the weld region, and not in the weld region itself. The implication was that, for specimens with sufficient weld strength, the weld could resist greater peeling loads than the base metal, with the effect being seen as a ‘levelling off’ of the peeling load data as failure occurred in the base metal adjacent to the weld.

The theory of surface and volume effects has shown how weld strength may be greater than the strength of the base metal. Essentially, the levelling off seen in the peel test data was an indication of the limitation of the test when estimating weld strength, as it could not indicate by how much the strength of the weld had increased beyond the strength of the base metal. It was therefore important to identify a method for calculating increasing weld strength above the ‘critical peeling load’.

5.2 Theoretical model for weld strength

As stated, strain hardening and acoustic hardening in the weld interface meant that weld strength should continue to increase, as amplitude and contact pressure increase and weld speed decreases, beyond the critical peeling load. It was possible to show an increase in weld strength and produce a model to describe this process by, essentially, superimposing the microstructural analysis data (linear weld density) onto the peel test data, as shown in Fig. 5.

The relationship between failure of the weld during the peel test and its strength, $\sigma_w$, was drawn upon to produce two equations that describe failure below, at, or above the critical peeling load

$$ F < F_w,_{\text{crit}}, \quad \sigma_w = \frac{F_w}{A_w} \quad (1) $$

$$ F > F_w,_{\text{crit}}, \quad \sigma_w = \frac{F_w,_{\text{crit}}}{A_w} \frac{\alpha}{\alpha_{\text{crit}}} \quad (2) $$

where $F_w$ is the peeling load obtained from the peel test, $F_{w,\text{crit}}$ is the critical peeling load defined by a sharp clean break produced in the base metal adjacent to the weld region, $A_w$ is the predicted ‘effective

Fig. 5 Theoretical model showing the difference in weld strength plotted using peel test results and the combination of peel test data and linear weld density.
load-bearing area’ which is defined as a very thin area, within the weld region, comprising bonded and unbonded areas, and $\sigma_{\text{crit}}$ is the linear weld density at the critical peeling load ($\sigma_{\text{crit}} = 38.8$ per cent).

Calculation of $A_w$ was based upon prior research by Madaah-Hosseini and Kokabi [26] who quantified weld strength using both peel test data and the $A_w$. To apply this work to UC successfully it was necessary to identify an effective calculation of $A_w$ owing to the differences in the forces used in the present research and the research by Madaah-Hosseini and Kokabi. In Madaah-Hosseini and Kokabi’s research, the calculation for $A_w$ was based on cold rolling equipment capable of producing up to 80 per cent deformation in the two surfaces being bonded. This would not be the case for the UC research owing to the lower contact pressures used.

To identify $A_w$, the formulae

$$\sigma_{w,\text{crit}} = \frac{F_{w,\text{crit}}}{A_w} \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_{w,\text{crit}} = \sigma_m$$

are considered, where $\sigma_{w,\text{crit}}$ is the critical weld strength and $\sigma_m$ is the strength of the base metal. To solve equation (3), the effect of strain hardening [25]

$$\sigma_m = K(\varepsilon)^n$$

must be considered, where $K$ is the stress at unit strain ($K = 224$ MPa) and $n$ is the strain hardening exponent ($n = 0.209$) for 6061-T0 alloy foil [27], and $\varepsilon$ is the true strain. At room temperature, the strength of the 6061 foil, under tensile loading, was 115 MPa, and therefore the strain $\varepsilon = 0.041$.

As the critical weld strength was $\sigma_{w,\text{crit}} = \sigma_m = K(\varepsilon)^n$ and the critical peeling load, drawn from the peel test data, was 71.7 N, then within the weld interface

$$A_w = \frac{F_{w,\text{crit}}}{K(\varepsilon)^n}$$

was 0.624 mm$^2$; $A_w$ was assumed to be constant in this model, as the testing procedure for all peel test specimens was identical.

### 5.3 Application of the weld strength model

Using equations (1) and (2), weld strength was plotted and is shown in Fig. 6. The graph shows that the weld strength of specimens produced at contact pressures ranging between 241 and 276 kPa, an amplitude of 10.4 $\mu$m, and weld speeds of 34.5 mm/s was greater than the strength of the base metal. The maximum weld strength was 122.8 MPa which was around 6.8 per cent higher than the strength of the base metal. Overall, weld strength increases with an increase in contact pressure and amplitude. Reducing the weld speed (at constant contact pressure and amplitude) increased the welding duration and delivered more ultrasonic energy to the workpiece. This is reflected in Fig. 6 where, at constant pressure and amplitude settings, average weld strength increased by around 15 per cent as weld speeds were reduced from 43.5 to 27.8 mm/s.

Figure 7 shows that weld strength may also be estimated by identifying the linear weld density and the contact pressure used. For example, a specimen with a linear weld density of 30 per cent and prepared using a contact pressure of 276 kPa had an average weld strength of around 110 MPa (depending on the amplitude setting and weld speed used, the...
weld strength may be greater or lower than this figure).

5.4 Relating increases in weld strength to microhardness across the weld interface

Although there was no way to test for an increase in weld strength beyond the critical peeling load, it was possible to confirm the changes in weld strength at the interface by looking for increases in hardness, as predicted by the theory of surface and volume effects. Vickers microhardness readings were taken using cross-sectional samples through the bulk aluminium and into the weld interface, using the relationship between material hardness and strength, in terms of mechanical properties.

Measurements were taken by a Vickers diamond pyramidal indenter under a 50 g load for 15 s using a Buehler’s Micromet 2100 microhardness tester. For each welded specimen, five measurements were taken at 50, 75, 100, 125, and 150 μm respectively, with the position at 0 μm being the uppermost face of the weld, i.e. the surface that makes direct contact with the sonotrode during welding. With a foil thickness of 100 μm, microhardness measurements for the weld interface were therefore 100 μm below the surface. Six sets of measurements were recorded from three specimens welded using identical process parameters. The Vickers hardness number (HV) for each position was determined by averaging.

From the measurements, acoustic softening and hardening, as predicted by surface and volume effects, were observed, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The results were the average of microhardness values obtained from the weld interface (100 μm from the surface). Acoustic softening was observed in specimens welded at low contact pressures from 138 to 176 kPa, producing HV measurements less than the hardness value of the unwelded 6061 foil (shown as a dotted line at HV = 50.16). In contrast, specimens produced using a 276 kPa contact pressure produced acoustic hardening at the weld interface, that hardness number being around 10 per cent greater than that of the unwelded foil.

As welding proceeds, dislocations move from the crystal lattice to the grain boundaries at the weld interface, leading to the acoustic hardening effect mentioned. By plotting microhardness in terms of the position of the measurement taken across the weld interface, Fig. 8b shows that, for those measurements taken at 50, 75, 125, and 150 μm from the surface, reduced hardness was
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**Fig. 8** Microhardness test results: (a) specimen hardness number against contact pressure; (b) distribution of hardness measurements in the welded specimen, showing that the weld interface (at 100 μm from the surface) has higher HV compared with the surrounding regions
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**Fig. 9** Correlation of weld strength to hardness at the weld interface of the specimens
present, after welding, compared with the hardness of unwelded foils.

By combining the results of the weld strength and the microhardness data in Fig. 9, a linear curve was obtained, confirming that, for increasing weld strength, the model shadowed the increase in microhardness. Where specimens were produced at low contact pressures, low amplitudes, and high weld speeds, low-strength welds were produced, as well as hardness measurements below HV = 50.16. At higher contact pressures, higher amplitudes, and lower weld speeds, the weld strength was equal to or greater than the strength of the base metal.

6 CONCLUSIONS

1. The standard method by which peel tests are used to identify weld strength in ultrasonic welds has been shown to have shortcomings as it is incapable of identifying weld strength above the tensile strength of the foils being welded. In such cases, specimens fail in the region of the foil adjacent to the weld, predominantly as the weld has greater strength than the single foil being peeled. Microstructural analysis has been shown to be capable of overcoming this limitation by measuring the proportion of ‘contact points’ within the weld interface. Of importance is that the method can show increases in the weld strength, though not quantifiable, above the point at which failure would occur in the peel test procedure.

2. The application of the ‘theory of surface and volume effects’ was necessary in order to understand how welds form, at the weld interface, and therefore how weld strength increases over the duration of the weld. Should strain hardening, due to the surface effect, and acoustic hardening, due to the volume effect, occur at the weld interface, there would be an increase in hardness and hence in weld strength that the peel test would not be able to measure.

3. A model has been described that (a) uses peel test data for each combination of process variables up to the point at which failure occurs in the base metal, occurs and (b) uses linear weld data density to show increases in weld strength at and above this point. The model therefore shows the effective increase in weld strength across a large range of process variables associated with the ultrasonic welding of 6061 alloy foils.

4. A series of Vickers microhardness tests have been conducted to validate whether acoustic softening and hardening were present in the weld interface, and also to show, by the association between hardness and weld strength, any increase in weld strength above the point at which the peel test would fail, as the model had predicted.
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